
Valentine Flat Suspended

'A magic mirror and the power of crystals transform a simple shell into an endless light bouquet of flowers', Marcel Wanders

Designer Marcel Wanders 

Year of design 2012 

Material crystal clear glass with chromed, gold plated shade, transparent cord and 3 steel cables 

Additional Integrated LED lightsource 
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colours

Gold Chrome

technical CE

Warm white LED 2700K
900Lumen
Mains Dimmable
Cable length 4M (transparent)
colour of canopy matches shade

compatible Dimmers (CE):

manufacturer type 

BERKER 286710

BUSCH JAEGER 6513U-102

ELARI ATD 315

ELARI ATD 600R

EPV PAB 315

INSTA 51190

INSTA 51040

JUNG 225TDE

LUTRON LPRPM-4A

LUTRON GRAFIK INTEGRAL XGI

OPUS 852395

PEHA 433HAB

SCHNEIDER ATD 315

SCHNEIDER 600R

SIEMENS 5 TC8 284

IMPORTANT! The use of a non-recommended dimmer can lead to unexpected dimming behavior and even non-repairableâ�� damage of the fixture 

and/or driver.
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packaging

H 33 cm | 13.0”
W 67 cm | 26.4”
â��D 67 cm | 26.4”

Colli 1/1
Product weight:
24 KG | 52.9 lb
With packaging:
25.5 KG | 56.2 lb

cleaning instructions

Can be effectively cleaned using a regular household dust cloth or feather duster. Lightly dust inbetween each component when the lamps are not in 
use. Moooi recommends always reading the label of any cleaning products you wish to use on or near any item from the Moooi collection. For 
further information on how to clean this product please contact your nearest Moooi agent or dealer which can be located through our website.

Glass

The Valentine glass is a craft cast product and therefore each piece is unique; which means that the products are not identical – all unique pieces.
Each lamp can show variations and differences in the glass thickness and colour due to the process and the sort of material used. 

dimensions
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